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Faculty Senate proposes end to repeat fee City Council,
Elizabeth Harrison
MONTANA KAIMIN
The University of Montana
Faculty Senate approved a
nonbinding resolution 36-6 last
Thursday to eliminate the $100
repeat fee for students who retake
courses.
If UM administrators agree with
the Faculty Senate and repeal the
fee, it may help reduce freshman
attrition and improve retention
and graduation rates, according to
the resolution.
“Some people think it’s (the
fee) not fair,” said Louis Hayes,
chair of the Faculty Senate and
a professor in the UM political
science department. “Some people

are concerned that it falls heavily
on students with limited needs.”
Students who cannot afford to
pay the $100 to retake a course
are considered by critics of the
fee to be at a disadvantage for
scholarships, ﬁnancial aid and
graduate school.
“Rich students who can afford
it will drop $600 and take their
whole semester off. A student
who can’t afford it can’t do this,”
said Scott Gauthier, a student
representative on the Academic
Standards and Curriculum Review
Committee, which also passed
the resolution on Dec. 4, 2007.
Gauthier wrote the resolution and
has been moving it along since
last fall.

The fee was originally instituted
in 1995 to create spaces in courses
with high enrollment by reducing
the number of “frivolous retakes.”
The fee covers recalculation of
the student’s cumulative grade
point average without the original
grade.
Gauthier said that the original
grade from the repeated class will
appear on the student’s transcript
but will not go toward the student’s
GPA.
The resolution states that since
the repeat fee went into effect,
there has been no evidence that
students who retake courses do
so for careless reasons, such as
to obtain a slightly better grade;
nor has it been proven that this

fee has reduced the number of
unnecessary retakes.
UM Provost Royce Engstrom
said administrators would soon
be meeting with the leadership of
the Faculty Senate to discuss the
implications of the resolution.
“Now we will have to consider
the resolution and ﬁgure out how
to proceed in the area of helping
students succeed with their
coursework,” he said.
Gauthier said students and
faculty are united on the issue.
“The faculty and students are
coming together to say ‘We don’t
want this fee,’” he said. “Now
it’s up to Dennison and the Board
of Regents whether or not to
eliminate it.”

Sunny Slacklining

ASUM address
unsafe housing
Mark Page
MONTANA KAIMIN
Missoula City councilman Jon
Wilkins drew from his personal
life while addressing safety issues
in Missoula’s housing market.
Last year, Wilkins’ brother-in-law
died in his rental unit after falling
down stairs that lacked a handrail
and proper lighting, he said.
Now
Wilkins
has
two
children
renting
apartments,
one in Missoula, and one who
attends Kent State University in
Ohio. Wilkins worries about his
children’s rentals being safe.
In response to his and the
concerns of others, a residential
safety inspection ordinance is going
before the city’s Public Health and
Safety Committee on Wednesday,
sponsored by Wilkins.
The ordinance would create a
voluntary mechanism for people
to have their housing checked
by a building inspector for a $25
fee. Currently, people must have
a speciﬁc safety issue with their
housing for an inspector to come.
And the inspector will only look at
an exact problem instead of a list
of potential safety hazards. But if
the ordinance passes, inspectors
will go through a comprehensive
list of possible safety problems.
“I think that when you look at
rentals that students are renting
a lot of them are not up to code
they’re not safe,” Wilkins said.
“We’re creating a means to check
these places.”
See Rentals, page 5

No changes in
Cuban politics
Stefanie Kilts
MONTANA KAIMIN

Alisia Muhlestein / Montana Kaimin

Freshman Eric Wall and Senior Jesse Carnes set up a slack line on Tuesday afternoon. Carnes said they set it up because it was a beautiful, sunny day.

Charter day celebration honors UM exemplars
Jeff Osteen
MONTANA KAIMIN
Eight
members
of
the
University of Montana community
were honored during the Charter
Day celebration Tuesday evening
for their exemplary work and
dedication to UM.
The awards ceremony was
held in recognition of UM’s 115th
birthday and the signing of the UM
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charter.
Sean Gibbons, President of UM
Students for Peace and Justice, the
only student receiving an award at
the ceremony, received the ASUM
Student Service Award.
He is the organizer of the Peace
and Justice Film Series, through
which he said he hopes to educate
and provide an open forum for the
community.
Gibbons said that he’s very
proud of the ﬁlm series and that it
provides an opportunity for people
to stay educated about what’s
going on in the world.
Gibbons, a coordinating council
member at the Jeannette Rankin

Peace Center, said that he hopes
UM keeps supporting research in
environmental sustainability.
The George M. Dennison
Presidential Faculty Award is
given annually to a faculty member
whose accomplishments bring
regional and national recognition
to UM.
For the ﬁrst time, the award
went to two members of UM’s
faculty: Richard Bridges and Steve
Running.
Bridges is a professor and the
director of the Center for Structural
and Functional Neuroscience at
UM.
“What we’ve really tried to do

is change the game plan,” Bridges
said.
He said it has taken an amazing
group of colleagues as well as
students and staff to help UM
compete on the national level
without a biomedical school.
He said that through combining
different areas of research expertise
and playing to different strengths
in the basic sciences, UM was
able to compete with the big boys
and offer insights into different
neurological diseases.
Running was also given the
award by Dennison, but could not
receive it in person because he was
See Charter Day, page4

Fidel Castro announced his
resignation as president of Cuba
on Tuesday, ending one of the
longest tenures of a communist
head of state.
But Castro’s resignation may
not mean signiﬁcant changes for
Cuba in the near future, said Paul
Haber, a University of Montana
political science professor.
“It makes sense (Castro’s
resignation) happened at this time
because the elections were coming
around,” Haber said. “How much
it changes is the question.”
According to the Cuban
constitution, the Parliament will
chose a 31-member council of
state on Sunday which will in turn
choose Cuba’s next president.
Fidel’s brother, Raul Castro, is in
a strong position to be the next
leader of Cuba, Haber said.
But as long as Fidel is alive and
coherent he will continue to pull
the strings behind Cuba’s political
decisions, Haber said.
See Cuba, page 4
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Guest Column

EDITORIAL

Volunteer service is beneﬁcial

Abolishing repeat fee
good for students

I’m writing in response to
Mitchell Willcox’s argument
against
mandatory
national
service. I’ll start by saying that I
agree with Mr. Willcox’s position:
mandatory national service is
indeed untenable; neither the
social nor political will exists to
create and run such a program.
Yet I would argue forcefully
that national service is neither a
burden on our young people nor is
it an economic drain on the nation,
as Mr. Willcox asserts. Nonmandatory (the operative word
being “non”) national service
not only strengthens the United
States economy, it also improves
the quality of life for everyone
involved.
Brieﬂy: in terms of economic
impact, not only do national
service
volunteers
deliver
measurable results at a fraction
of the cost — so many more
children who can read at a certain
grade level, so many houses
rebuilt in New Orleans — but
they also capture other resources
(volunteers and donations, for
example) for little to no ﬁnancial
investment, which is a signiﬁcant
economic beneﬁt. As for quality
of life, whether it be organizing
after school programs in Kalispell
or rebuilding after Katrina, the
work national service members
participate in is, by deﬁnition,
geared toward improving the lives
of communities and individuals.
In addition to these measurable
assets are the less-quantitative
beneﬁts, notably the sense of “civic
duty” and “spirit of community”;

Last week, the University of Montana
Faculty Senate passed a resolution calling
for the removal of the $100 repeat fee,
which is charged to students who want
to remove an earlier class grade from
their cumulative GPA. ASUM passed a
similar resolution last year. With faculty
and student representatives agreeing that
the fee has long outlived its half-baked
intended purpose, President George
Dennison should ask the Montana Board
Sean Breslin
of Regents to put the fee to rest at the
Editor
regents’ upcoming meeting next month.
The fee was originally designed in 1995 to deter students
from retaking classes they didn’t really need to retake — for
example, retaking a class to earn a B rather than a C. This
wouldn’t have been a problem, except that students who retook
classes would ﬁll so many seats that ﬁrst-time students couldn’t
get a spot in the class.
But with the rising costs of higher education, it’s ridiculous
to expect in-state students to pay an additional $100 on top of
the $467.40 in tuition for a three-credit undergraduate class.
Not to mention the time students have to spend sitting through
the same lectures and learning the same material over again in
order to earn a better grade. Most reasonable students (and I do
think that’s what we have here at UM) would retake a course
only if not doing so would prevent them from graduating.
Moreover, it’s not like the repeat fee is a big moneymaker
for UM. According to a November 2007 interview with Rosi
Keller, associate vice president for administration and ﬁnance,
the fee brings the University roughly $100,000 annually. That’s
just .05 percent of UM’s total unrestricted funds budget of
$192,772,477 for ﬁscal year 2007. Whatever good intentions
originally behind the repeat fee, it’s now hurting hardworking
students who need retake classes but can’t afford to pay the
extra ﬁne to remove their old grades.
True, UM’s budget is tight, but squeezing another $100
from cash-strapped students isn’t the right way to ﬁll in holes.

Missoula is not ‘Racist’ who happens to be white, over
a lesser-qualiﬁed person who
or ‘Anti-Muslim’

After
reading
Jessica
Mayrer’s incredibly obtuse letter
(“Gays and Muslims both face
discrimination”) in the Feb. 14
issue of the Kaimin, I almost passed
out from laughing so damn hard.
But then I came to my senses and
realized that this person is actually
running the Kaimin’s editorial
department, and my emotions
changed from laughter to sadness
and fright.
The insinuation that Maha
Nassar faced anything close to
“anti-Muslim sentiment” here in
Missoula should insult the hell out
of everybody who calls Missoula
home. Because of people like Ms.
Mayrer and Ms. Nassar, everything
that Muslims or homosexuals
get denied to them is because of
‘racism’ or ‘homophobia.’ The
American liberal hypocrite has
now given us a world where,
should you decide to hire the
most qualiﬁed person for the job

happens to be black, Muslim or
perhaps homosexual, then you
are ‘evil’, ‘racist’, ‘homophobic’,
‘anti-Muslim’ etc. It really is
a fascinatingly simple method
that has been used by liberals
for decades now. ‘Don’t agree
with us? Then you’re a racist/
homophobe/woman-hater!’
I was hoping that Ms. Nassar
or Ms. Mayrer would be interested
in explaining to all of us here in
‘anti-Muslim’ Missoula why
virtually every Islamic country on
planet Earth brutally oppresses
women, homosexuals, Jews and
Christians? I searched the internet
for 3 hours looking for some
published opinion by Mayrer or
Nassar against the oppression
against gays, women, Jews and
Christians in the Muslim world...
I couldn’t ﬁnd one word.
“Gays aren’t the only ones
being beat up because of who they
are.” That also is an incredible
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statement since, as a responsible,
objective journalist, Ms. Mayrer
should have used to term “alleged”
somewhere in that sentence since
nobody has proven that the two
incidents (foot bridge and Public
library) even occurred. Shiite
Muslims slaughter Sunni Muslims
(and vice-versa) strictly because
of ‘who they are’, isn’t that correct
Ms. Mayrer? In fact, over 95%
of all murders in all Muslim
countries over the last 100 years
have been Muslims killing other
Muslims (and yes, that includes
Iraq) simply because of ‘who they
are.’
How about the fact that
homosexuals
are publicly
executed (as are women for the
incredible ‘crime’ of wearing

PHONE

these results, though unseen,
are nonetheless consequential in
the impact they have on every
individual who serves.
I believe strongly in the power
of national service to affect positive
change and so would be remiss if
I didn’t offer alternatives to Mr.
Willcox’s position. First, I strongly
encourage anyone interested in
national service to contact the
civic service organizations on
campus, speciﬁcally the Montana
Campus Compact, the Ofﬁce for
Civic Engagement or the Peace
Corps representative, to name a
few.1 These are well established
programs that are always looking
for individuals to engage in lifechanging service in Montana and
around the world.
Secondly, I’ll mention the
National Service American Dream
Account (NSADA). The entire
proposal is too lengthy to unravel
here and so I’ll direct curious
individuals to The American
Interest (Vol. III, No. 3)2 for a
more in-depth understanding of
the NSADA. I’ve laid out the main
points below.
The American Dream Account
encourages Americans to give
a year of their lives to national
service without making it
mandatory, while simultaneously
compensating them with a base
amount of $18,000 at the end of
their term. Here’s how it works:
the Government seeds $5,000 in
the American Dream Account for
each child born in the US; when
that child reaches the age of 18,
they are then eligible to receive
tennis shoes) in Muslim countries
because of ‘who they are’, right
Ms. Mayrer? But you just simply
ignore all that don’t you? It
doesn’t ‘ﬁt’ with your liberal
viewpoints and opinions, does
it? Only Caucasian, Republican,
heterosexual American males can
be racist, homophobic and
oppressive, isn’t that right, Ms.
Mayrer?
But here’s the best part of
this letter. I hereby right now
personally invite you, Ms. Mayrer
to spend a year in Saudi Arabia
as a citizen (not as a ‘visiting
student’ or a ‘tourist’). At my
expense I will send you there and
we will see how well, as a woman,
you are accepted. We will see
how your journalism career goes
over there (women are barely
allowed to speak in public in
Saudi Arabia, let alone allowed to
work as journalists). We will see
how well you, as a woman, do
in the ﬁeld of ‘equality’ for
homosexuals in the world of
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the money (which by then has
matured to the aforementioned
$18,000) after they spend a year
in public service.
There are of course other
provisions – the money is restricted
to certain uses; individuals must
choose to serve by age 28 or
forfeit the money back into the
account — and as with any largescale plan, there would be kinks to
be worked out. Yet the NSADA,
at least in theory, alleviates Mr.
Willcox’s prime concern: that the
Government would force citizens
into national service. The beauty
of the NSADA is that it remains
non-mandatory yet sufﬁciently
attractive to engage individuals
who may not otherwise have
considered national service.
My hope, as someone currently
engaged in national service, is that
the promise of ﬁnancial reward
will get people in the door, but
that the true beneﬁt will be the joy
found in a lifetime of service.
Graham Murtaugh is a Montana
Campus Compact AmeriCorps
VISTA*Leader.
1
The
Montana
Campus
Compact: 243-5427
The
Ofﬁce
for
Civic
Engagement: 243-5531
Campus Peace Corps Ofﬁce:
243-2839
2
You can Google “National
Service American Dream Account”
or ﬁnd the article at: http://www.
the-american-interest.com/ai2/
article.cfm?Id=372&MId=17

Islam. We will see what happens
to you, again as a woman, when
you show one square inch of
your skin in public. Maybe you
can get lucky and see one of the
over
200 PUBLIC executions
(usually by beheading) of women
that happens every year in Saudi
Arabia because of “who they
are”(and liberals call the American
justice system ‘brutal’). Usually
their ‘crime’ is either being
caught driving a car, or perhaps
the felonious activity of wearing a
pair of pants!
So how about that, Ms.
Mayrer? Would you care to take
a look at some REAL oppression
and brutality and racism and
sexism? Then maybe, just maybe,
you will realize as a liberal just
how damn good EVERYBODY
(including queers, as you called
them, and Muslims like Ms.
Nassar) has it here in America.
– Dan Shevlin
Missoula Resident
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CHARTER DAY
Continued from page 1
out of the country.
Running is a professor of
ecology in the College of Forestry
and Conservation at UM.
He is a member of the
Intergovernmental
Panel
on
Climate Change and shared the
Nobel Peace Prize in 2007 with
former Vice President Al Gore and
the other members of the panel.
Terry Payne received the Neil
S. Bucklew Presidential Service
Award for his advocacy for a new
Native American center on campus
and his support of the project.
Payne is the president and
chairman of the board of Terry
Payne and Co., Inc., an independent
insurance agency that he founded
in 1972.
“The Native American Center, I

CUBA
Continued from page 1
“Things don’t happen in Cuba
that Fidel doesn’t want to,” Haber
said.
Julio Morales, a native of Cuba
and now a Missoula lawyer, agreed
that Fidel would still exert a heavy
hand in Cuba’s affairs. Morales
lived in Cuba until 1960, when he
left at the age of 13. He spent two
years there under Castro’s rule.
“I don’t think much is going to
change after his resignation,” he
said.
Therefore, the real changes for
Cuba may come after the Castros
fade from the political scene, he
said. This may come sooner then
later in light of Fidel’s ill health
and Raul’s advancing age.
If new leadership came to Cuba,

believe, is going to be a catalyst in
bringing together so many different
factors within the University that
will actually expand beyond the
campus itself,” he said.
Juana Alcala, director of
marketing and recruitment for UM
Enrollment Services, was presented
with the George M. Dennison
Presidential Staff Award for
Distinguished Accomplishment.
“There are also many others
across campus who are not in it for
the recognition but because they
believe in the value of a University
of Montana education,” she said.
Casey Charles, professor and chair
of the UM Department of English,
received the Robert T. Pantzer
Presidential Humanitarian Award for
his work in establishing equal rights
and in opening up the University
community to the concerns of gay and
lesbian students, faculty and staff.
Jeffrey Greene, a professor in the
UM Department of Political Science,

received the Montana Faculty Service
Award.
“He’s, generally speaking,
the most helpful person in the
department,” said Louis Hayes,
who presented him with the award.
Linda McCarthy, executive
director of the Missoula Downtown
Association, received the Montana
Alumni Award.
Charter Day is an annual
celebration to honor UM and its
dedication to excellence as well as
show respect and commitment to
the institution.
Missoula Mayor John Engen
presented an ofﬁcial proclamation
at the ceremony recognizing Feb.
19 as University of Montana Day.
“The city of Missoula has
beneﬁted from the many research,
teaching and community service
initiatives that make this university
one of the most outstanding
educational institutions in the
world,” he said.

the country then may have to deal
with challenges stemming from
a weakened economy and tense
relations with the U.S., Haber
said.
“It seems unlikely that Cuba
would move in a signiﬁcantly new
direction unless the U.S. changes
(its position),” he said.
With the U.S. presidential
election around the corner, those
changes could occur under a new
administration, Haber said. But
that is largely dependent on which
candidate becomes president, he
said.
Things won’t change if
John McCain becomes the next
president, as his animosity towards
Cuba is widely known, Haber said.
And because Bill Clinton did not
pursue relations with Cuba during
his time in ofﬁce, Haber doubts
that Hillary Clinton will be very
concerned about the issue either.

However, Barack Obama is a
“great unknown” in his attitude
towards Cuba, he said.
But there is a huge political
risk behind pursuing diplomatic
relations with Cuba that Haber
foresees few presidents willing to
face.
The only thing certain for Cuba
is a new name under the presidential
title. And Fidel Castro’s inﬂuence
from behind the scenes is yet to be
seen.
“The
Cuban-American
community is not monolithic
concerning the fuse on U.S.-Cuban
relations,” Haber said. “However,
the anti-Fidel Castro attitude still
dominates.”
“Someday, the change (in Cuba)
will be obvious,” Morales said,
and there will be free elections and
other political shifts for the island.
“For now, I’m not going to hold
my breath,” he said.
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Two stolen paintings found
Ernst E. Abegg
ASSOCIATED PRESS
ZURICH, Switzerland – A
frantic search for four stolen
Impressionist paintings led to a
most unlikely place: the parking
lot of a mental hospital just a few
hundred yards from the scene of
the crime.
There, in the back seat of an
unlocked car, a painting by Claude
Monet and another by Vincent
van Gogh were found Monday in
perfect condition, authorities said
Tuesday.
The paintings, worth $64
million combined, were still under
the display glass used by the
private museum from which they
were stolen in a Feb. 10 armed
robbery, museum director Lukas
Gloor said.
“I am incredibly relieved that
two paintings have returned,”
Gloor said. “We’re very happy that
both the paintings are in absolutely
impeccable shape.”
The other two paintings taken
from the E.G. Buehrle Collection –
by Paul Cezanne and Edgar Degas
– remain missing, police said.
Together, the four paintings are
worth an estimated $163 million.
Art experts have suggested
that the robbers took advantage of
what appeared to be an easy mark
– a low-security museum – without
knowing much about art or how
difﬁcult it can be to sell such wellknown works.
“The robbery was not done with
knowledge about art,” Gloor said.
The robbers took the ﬁrst four
paintings they came across when
they raided the museum shortly
before closing on a Sunday
afternoon. Although they managed
to take the most valuable painting

in the collection – Cezanne’s “Boy
in the Red Waistcoat” – they passed
over the second-most valuable
picture, another Cezanne.
Gloor said he suspected the
robbers abandoned the two
paintings, which were the largest
of the four, because their size
complicated transporting them.
They were discovered Monday
on the back seat of a white sedan
in a parking lot in front of the
University Psychiatric Clinic. It
was not known how long the car
had been there, police said.
An employee of the clinic
making a routine check of the
lot noted the car because it was
unlocked. Police immediately
sealed off the area, examined the
car and hauled it away.
Police had said initially that
a white vehicle might have been
used by the three robbers when
they made their escape. The
clinic is about 500 yards from the
museum.
The recovered paintings –
Monet’s “Poppy ﬁeld at Vetheuil”
and van Gogh’s “Blooming
Chestnut Branches” – will be
returned to the museum in the
coming days, Gloor said.
“But we must not forget,” he
added, “that two more paintings
of our collection are still missing,
including our collection’s landmark
‘Boy in the Red Waistcoat.’”
That painting alone is worth $91
million. The other missing painting
is Degas’ “Ludovic Lepic and his
Daughter,” worth $9 million.
———
Associated
Press
writers
Onna Coray in Zurich and Eliane
Engeler and Alexander G. Higgins
in Geneva contributed to this
report.
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Serbs protest Kosovo’s independence
Dusan Stojanovic
ASSOCIATED PRESS
KOSOVSKA MITROVICA,
Kosovo – Thousands of Serbs
chanting “Kosovo is Serbia”
marched Tuesday to a bridge
dividing them from ethnic
Albanians while others torched
U.N. border checkpoints and cars
to protest Kosovo’s declaration of
independence.
NATO troops later closed
down the roads leading to the
checkpoints, cutting off the only
link between northern Kosovo and
Serbia, said Besim Hoti, a U.N.
spokesman. The move appeared to
be due to fears that the reduction
of U.N. control of the border could
allow Serbian militants to return
to ﬁght in Kosovo, a land Serb
nationalists consider the cradle of
their state and religion.
Smoke billowed from two
checkpoints separating Kosovo
from Serbia and ﬂames engulfed
several U.N. vehicles set ablaze
in protest against Kosovo’s
weekend
proclamation
of
independence and anger over
international recognition of the
new nation.
For two days, Kosovo’s Serbs
have shown their determination to
shun the declaration by destroying
U.N. and NATO property, setting
off small bombs and staging noisy
rallies through the Serb stronghold
of Kosovska Mitrovica.
The attacks on U.N. border
crossings showed the protesters’
willingness to use violence to hold
onto Kosovo — and could clear the
way for Serbian militants to return
to ﬁght in Kosovo, a land Serb
nationalists consider the cradle of
their state and religion.
In Belgrade, the Serbian
government minister for Kosovo,
Slobodan Samardzic, hailed the
attacks, saying “today’s action
is in accordance with the general
(Serbian) government policies.”
“Belgrade has the intention to
take over the customs in northern
Kosovo,” Samardzic told private

B92 television. “The customs
points were intended to become
part of (Kosovo’s) state border
and we are not going to let that
happen.”
Kosovo has not been under
Belgrade’s control since 1999,
when NATO launched airstrikes
to halt a Serbian crackdown on
ethnic Albanian separatists. A
U.N. mission since has governed
Kosovo, with more than 16,000
NATO troops and a multiethnic
police force policing the province.
The divided town of Kosovska
Mitrovica in the north has been
tense since the ethnic Albanian
leadership in Pristina unilaterally
declared independence from Serbia
on Sunday — widely expected
after internationally mediated
talks on the province’s future fell
apart last year.
Overnight,
three
loud
explosions shook the town, with
one damaging several cars near a
U.N. building. Two hand grenades
hit deserted homes that belonged
to ethnic Albanians who ﬂed this
Serb stronghold after the 1999 war.
A U.N. vehicle also was torched
overnight in a nearby village.
No injuries were reported, and
Kosovo Serb authorities said they
were investigating the bombings.
In Jarnije and Banja, some 18
miles north of Kosovska Mitrovica,
protesters used plastic explosives
and bulldozers to wreck the two
border checkpoint posts.
Protesters tipped over metal
sheds that housed Kosovo’s
customs service and sent them
sliding down a hill and into a river.
They vandalized and set ﬁre to
passport control booths.
NATO peacekeepers did not
intervene but stepped up patrols on
the road leading to Serbia. Alliance
helicopters buzzed overhead.
The top U.N. ofﬁcial in Kosovo,
Joachim Ruecker, condemned the
attacks. He said he and the chief of
NATO-led peacekeepers decided
to close down the two crossings.
“Any violence is completely
unacceptable and will not be

tolerated,” the German diplomat
said.
Mitrovica’s Serb authorities
called on Belgrade to “urgently
take steps” to protect Serbia’s
territorial integrity and protect its
citizens — a covert way of inviting
Serbia’s military intervention.
Later, about 2,000 young
Kosovo Serbs marched to a bridge
that spans the Ibar River dividing
the town between Serbs and ethnic
Albanians, wrecking a NATO car
in downtown Mitrovica with sticks
and stones along the way.
“We
cannot
allow
the
institutions of a nonexistent state to
be imposed on us and to pay taxes
to some independent Kosovo,”
said Slavisa Ristic, head of the
local Serb municipality. “That is
impossible.”
International
recognition
of Kosovo’s declaration of
independence — led by the U.S.,
Australia and the European Union’s
biggest powers — appeared to
feed Serbs’ anger over a unilateral
move the government in Belgrade
rejected as illegal.
Russia, China and some EU
members also strongly oppose
letting Kosovo break away from
Serbia over Serbia’s objections.
In Vienna, Austria, Serbia’s
foreign minister urged members of
the Organization for Security and
Cooperation to condemn Kosovo’s
“illegal” declaration.
“History will judge those who
have chosen to trample the bedrock
of the international system and on
the principles upon which security
and cooperation in Europe have
been
established,”
Foreign
Minister Vuk Jeremic said.
He said Serbia is ready — “at
any time, in any place, in any
manner” — to engage in talks with
Pristina to agree on a mutually
acceptable solution for Kosovo’s
future status.
———
Associated Press writers Nebi
Qena in Pristina and Jovana Gec
in Belgrade contributed to this
report.
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RENTALS
Continued from page 1
Wilkins said he hopes this
will prevent hazards and provide
education for people about potential
safety issues around their homes.
The committee meeting was
originally scheduled for next week;
due to the absence of committee
chair David Strohmaier this week.
But Wilkins offered to chair the
meeting to get the ordinance
moving. Wilkins also decided to
hold the meeting at 3:30 p.m. in the
City Council chambers to give more
people a chance to participate. The
committee usually meets at 8 a.m.
“This is where we want to hear
from students and the public,”
Wilkins said.
Wilkins, along with Denver
Henderson, the director of ASUM’s
Off-Campus Renter Center, has
been trying to garner support
from the University of Montana
administration. Henderson said the
UM administration has committed
to working with ASUM to raise
$5,000 to help pay for a new
building inspector.
“Working together with the
administration is something we see
as an important thing,” said ASUM
President Dustin Leftridge. “If
the administration is interested in
working together with ASUM, then
we are too.”
It is important for the University
to support this, Wilkins said,
because implementing the housing
ordinance will cost about $57,000
and the city is strapped for cash
right now.

“I really think it’s key that the
University buys into this,” Wilkins
said. “Of all the people this will
beneﬁt, it will be the students.”
Wilkins said that though the
proposed ordinance now charges
$25 for an inspection service, other
council members may want to raise
the fee when the ordinance goes
before the full council.
“There will be movement on the
council to increase the fee closer
to $50,” Wilkins said. “I do think
there will be an amendment, and I
do think that will happen.”
Henderson said he recently
surveyed students in the University
Center, and found that they are
more willing to pay a fee closer
to $15. More than half of students
would be willing to pay that much
for the service, Henderson said.
“Whatever the level they set, it
has to be low enough for a tenant
of low income to take advantage of
it,” Henderson said.
If the ordinance passes, and
landlords fail to ﬁx problems
identiﬁed by inspections, they
would face prosecution. After the
initial inspection, property owners
would be given a set time to ﬁx any
problems, after which they would
face consequences. This ordinance
does take into account landlords’
views also, Wilkins said. It came
out of a subcommittee that included
representatives from local property
managers.
“If the problem is not taken
care of the inspector would refer
the case to the city attorney to
prosecute,” Henderson said. “They
would face a ﬁne and it could be a
separate violation for every day it is
not corrected.”
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Missile to possibly hit satellite Musharraf concedes defeat
Robert Burns
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON – An attempt
to blast a crippled U.S. spy satellite
out of the sky using a Navy heatseeking missile — possibly tonight
— would be the ﬁrst real-world
use of this piece of the Pentagon’s
missile defense network. But that
is not the mission for which it was
intended.
The attempted shootdown,
already approved by President
Bush, is seen by some as blurring
the lines between defending against
a weapon like a long-range missile
and targeting satellites in orbit.
The three-stage Navy missile,
designated the SM-3, has chalked up a
high rate of success in a series of tests
since 2002 — in each case targeting
a short- or medium-range ballistic
missile, never a satellite. A hurry-up
program to adapt the missile for this
anti-satellite mission was completed
in a matter of weeks; Navy ofﬁcials
say the changes will be reversed once
this satellite is down.
The government issued notices
to aviators and mariners to remain
clear of a section of the Paciﬁc
beginning at 10:30 p.m. EST
Wednesday, indicating the ﬁrst
window of opportunity to launch
an SM-3 missile from a Navy
cruiser, the USS Lake Erie, in an
effort to hit the wayward satellite.
Having lost power shortly after
it reached orbit in late 2006, the
satellite is well below the altitude
of a normal satellite. The Pentagon
wants to hit it with an SM-3

missile just before it re-enters
Earth’s atmosphere, in that way
minimizing the amount of debris
that would remain in space.
Adding to the difﬁculty of the
mission, the missile will have
to do better than just hit the bussized satellite, a Navy ofﬁcial
said Tuesday. It needs to strike
the relatively small fuel tank
aboard the spacecraft in order to
accomplish the main goal, which
is to eliminate the toxic fuel that
could injure or even kill people if
it reached Earth. The Navy ofﬁcial
described technical aspects of the
missile’s capabilities on condition
that he not be identiﬁed.
Also complicating the effort
will be the fact that the satellite
has no heat-generating propulsion
system on board. That makes
it more difﬁcult for the Navy
missile’s heat-seeking system to
work, although the ofﬁcial said
software changes had been made
to compensate for the lack of heat.
The Pentagon press secretary,
Geoff Morrell, said Defense
Secretary Robert Gates was briefed
on the shootdown plan Tuesday by
the two ofﬁcers who will advise
him on exactly when to launch the
missile — Gen. Kevin Chilton,
the head of Strategic Command,
and Gen. James Cartwright, the
vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, who held Chilton’s post
until last summer.
“We all have an agreed-upon
series of steps that need to be taken
for this launch to be given the goahead,” Morrell said, adding that

no ﬁnal decision has been made on
when to make the attempt.
“The secretary is the one who
will decide if and when to pull
the trigger,” the spokesman said,
adding that Gates was departing
Wednesday morning on an aroundthe-world trip that will include a
stop in Honolulu, Hawaii, where
a military command center will be
monitoring the satellite operation.
Left alone, the satellite would
be expected to hit Earth during the
ﬁrst week of March. About half of
the 5,000-pound spacecraft would
be expected to survive its blazing
descent through the atmosphere
and would scatter debris over
several hundred miles.
Known by its military designation
US 193, the satellite was launched
in December 2006. It lost power
and its central computer failed
almost immediately afterward,
leaving it uncontrollable. It carried
a sophisticated and secret imaging
sensor.
Morrell said the cost of adapting
the Navy anti-missile system for
the shootdown mission was $30
million to $40 million.
China and Russia have expressed
concern at the planned shootdown,
saying it could harm security in
outer space. At the State Department
on Tuesday, spokesman Sean
McCormack told reporters that
the U.S. action is meant to protect
people from the hazardous fuel and
is not a weapons test.
China was criticized last year
when it used a missile to destroy a
defunct weather satellite.
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Robert H. Reid
ASSOCIATED PRESS
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan – A top
opposition leader called Tuesday
on President Pervez Musharraf to
step aside after his ruling party
conceded defeat in parliamentary
elections. The vote was also a
slap to Islamist parties, which lost
control of a province where alQaida and Taliban ﬁghters have
sought refuge.
With counting from Monday’s
election nearly complete, the two
main opposition parties won a
total of 154 of the 268 contested
seats, according to the Election
Commission.
The pro-Musharraf party
trailed with 39 seats, and the
group’s leader acknowledged the
loss.
“We accept the election
results, and will sit on opposition
benches,” Chaudhry Shujaat
Hussain, chairman of the
Pakistan Muslim League-Q, told
AP Television News. “We are
accepting the results with grace
and open heart.”
Although
ﬁnal
ofﬁcial
results were not expected until
Wednesday, opposition parties
were conﬁdent of victory and
began mapping plans for a new
government and a possible
showdown with Musharraf.
Nawaz Sharif, a former
prime minister and leader of
the opposition Pakistan Muslim
League-N, recalled statements
by Musharraf last year that he
would step down only if he lost
the support of the Pakistani
people.
“He has closed his eyes. He
has said before that he would
go when the people want him to
do so and now the people have
given their verdict,” Sharif told
reporters in Lahore.
The Pakistan People’s Party
of assassinated ex-prime minister
Benazir Bhutto was leading
with 86 seats and was likely to
spearhead the new government in
partnership with other opposition
groups.
Bhutto’s husband, Asif Ali
Zardari, told reporters Tuesday
he would meet soon with Sharif
and other opposition leaders “to
form a government of national

unity.” Zardari made clear he
would not include politicians
who had been allied with
Musharraf.
“We will seek support from
democratic forces to form the
government, but we are not
interested in any of those people
who are part and parcel of the
previous government,” Zardari
said.
But Zardari carefully avoided
an unequivocal statement about
whether
Musharraf
should
remain in power. The two main
opposition parties were unlikely
to ﬁnish with two-thirds of the
seats required to impeach the
president.
Musharraf’s
spokesman,
Rashid
Quereshi,
rejected
suggestions
the
Pakistani
president step down. Sen. John
Kerry, who met Tuesday with
Musharraf along with other U.S.
lawmakers, said the Pakistani
leader expressed willingness to
work with the new government.
But the former general is so
unpopular among the Pakistani
public that opposition parties are
likely to ﬁnd little reason to work
with him — particularly since he
no longer controls the powerful
army.
At best, Musharraf faces the
prospect of remaining in power
with sharply diminished powers
even if the opposition fails to
muster the two-thirds support
in parliament to impeach him.
Constitutionally, the president is
the head of state and nominally
the commander in chief of the
armed forces. He also has the
power to dissolve parliament.
But the prime minister runs
the government on a day-to-day
basis. With a strong electoral
mandate, the new prime minister
would
doubtless
command
greater authority than those
who served under Musharraf’s
military rule.
The White House, which has
backed Musharraf because of his
support for the war against terror,
declined to comment until the ﬁnal
results were announced. But a
State Department spokeswoman,
Nicole Thompson, called the
election “an important step on the
path towards an elected, civilian
democracy.”
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New area gallery opens, off the beaten track
“I’m not really looking for a
lot of people to come to this place,
although I want the people who do
Amid a sea of book stacks, come to have a full-on experience,”
dilapidated bikes and ragged Burke said, describing Pylon’s
couches lies the most recent location as elusive, “hard to ﬁnd
addition to Missoula’s art and willfully obscure.”
Although Burke believes that
community in the alley behind
1936 Birch St. — a far cry from Pylon’s location adds to its appeal,
First Friday’s downtown.
Michael Bowlin, sales manager
This Saturday, Pylon opens its for The Dana Gallery, said that a
doors to patrons for the ﬁrst time good and convenient location is
with “Musicians’ Auditions,” an key to a gallery’s longevity.
open-stage invitation for spoken“I think a good location is very
word artists, poets or any other crucial,” Bowlin said.
artistically oriented craftsmen.
Bowlin added that getting
According to Pylon founder people in the door and having
Richard Burke, the galley will be good clientele becomes much
a nonproﬁt institution.
easier for a gallery when it is
Burke said he hopes the new located downtown.
gallery will bring an edgier
Nate
Shepard,
managing
and more encompassing kind director for the Monte Dolack
of experience to the Missoula Gallery, said that renting the space
community.
can make a huge difference in the
“One of the biggest precepts gallery’s approach to business.
of this gallery is going to be the
“If you rent, it’s all about sales,”
connection between language and Shepard said, explaining that the
visual arts,” Burke said.
artistic and business motivations
In order to achieve this vision, of the gallery may conﬂict with
Burke said he plans on showcasing one another, and that ﬁnding a
more than just
happy
balance
paintings and live
between the two
bands.
Dance,
is crucial.
polychrome
As far as the
wood sculptures, One of the biggest
staying power of
“computer music” precepts of this gallery is
Missoula galleries
and several other going to be the connecis
concerned,
art forms will also
h o w e v e r ,
tion between language
be featured as a
Shepard
said
part of Pylon’s and visual arts.
there will never
– Richard Burke, be a shortage of
programming.
founder,
Pylon gallery artistic interest in
Aiding Burke
in selecting what
Missoula.
will be a part
“The
more
of the exhibit is
diverse
the
Thomas Heavyrunner, Pylon’s artwork, the better,” Shepard said.
music director. Heavyrunner, “It’s not a competition.”
a local guitar player, chooses
When asked why he planned
musical acts that meet a high not to participate in First Friday,
standard, Burke said. They’re Burke described himself as an
looking for “quality and a little outsider and a “Last Thursday”
sweat.”
type. He hopes Pylon will leave
Heavyrunner could not be patrons with the “richness of
reached for comment.
sensation like they had a good
Located under a rented roof on meal,” and will help them “feel
the north end of Russell Street, more lust, more exuberance.”
Pylon’s
relatively
removed
“Musicians’ Auditions” kicks
location may not draw as large off Saturday at noon and lasts until
of a crowd as other galleries, but 6 p.m. Admission and alcohol are
Burke wouldn’t have it any other free. If lost, just follow the orange
way.
pylons along Broadway Avenue.
Steve Miller
MONTANA KAIMIN
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Tickets still on sale
for NOFX at Wilma
Mike Gerrity
MONTANA KAIMIN
Tickets for NOFX’s May 4
show at the Wilma Theatre are
still up for grabs, going against
precedent for most major Wilma
shows last year.
Rockin’ Rudy’s still has 250
of the 450 tickets they began
selling Friday when they opened
up shop to a small crowd waiting
outside. Both ﬂoor and balcony
tickets are still available.
“There were some people here
at eight,” said Molly McLain, an

employee at Rockin’ Rudy’s.
“We sold quite a few the ﬁrst
day.”
Ear Candy Music sold at least
half of the 200 tickets available
at the outlet with only balcony
seats left.
John Markley of Ear Candy
Music said that it is still early
for the onset of any sort of ticket
rush for the show.
“People in Missoula don’t
buy tickets until the last minute,”
Markley said.
Tickets are $21 for pre-order
and day-of-show.

Kaimin Arts
MICK says: Gimme that Honky Tonk Kaimin Arts!

Alisia Muhestein / Montana Kaimin

Artist Richard Burke sits amid the chaos of his latest work in progress, a gallery called Pylon. Burke said that he hopes the gallery will be a starting point for local artists.

Rare Madonna photo found
Kathleen Hennessey
ASSOCIATED PRESS
LAS VEGAS – Imitation
can be the sincerest form of
confusion.
So learned a Las Vegas man
who alerted the media this week
that he thought he had his hands
on a rare photo of Marilyn Monroe
posing nude as a hitchhiker. What
he had was a famous photo of
Madonna.
The image of the Material Girl,
who often cast herself as a sort of
latter-day Monroe, appeared in
“Sex,” her 1992 book of risque
photography. In it, she posed
in heels and handbag, with a
cigarette in her mouth.
Lawrence Nicastro, 73, said he
found the grainy, poster-size photo
last year while going through

storage items at his home in Las
Vegas. He believed it had been
left by a customer at his service
station in the Bronx in 1962.
Nicastro and his wife, Phyllis,
said they had spent about four
months researching the origin of
the photograph and called in Chris
Harris, a publicist and Monroe
expert, for help authenticating it.
Harris said it was a dead ringer
for Monroe and scheduled a
Wednesday news conference to
unveil the image to reporters.
The two men gave The
Associated Press a sneak peak
Tuesday.
“You’re right; it’s Madonna,”
Harris said after being told of the
mix-up. Harris said he believed
someone had slipped the poster
into Nicastro’s storage as a
prank.

Kaimin Arts
Movie Quote
Quiz
(Drum-roll please)
And the winning guess for
last week’s Movie Quote
Quiz is:
“That would be St. Hubbins from ‘This is Spinal
Tap.’”
Congrats,
Scott Youngbauer. Your
knowledge of rockstars
and spontaneous
combustion in Hollywood
is unmatched. Drop by
DAH 208 for your prize.
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Fresh ﬁlms give Oscar a face lift
Erica Doornek
MONTANA KAIMIN
They’d like to thank the
Academy.
Oscar buffs everywhere are
breathing a sigh of relief that the
80th Academy Awards will go on
as planned after the ofﬁcial end
of the Writers Guild of America
strike. The calculated extravagance
of the ceremony may not come as a
surprise to viewers, but everything
else about it just might.
A variety of unique ﬁlms are
vying for statues, and “The Daily
Show” funnyman Jon Stewart is
back for a second turn as Oscar
host with his offbeat arsenal of
jokes aimed at actors instead of
politicians.
Despite Hollywood’s emphasis
on red carpet glamour and star
power, the movies themselves still
promise to steal the show. The Best
Picture category pits the dramatic
weeper “Atonement,” Clooney-

driven thriller “Michael Clayton”
and Texas gore-fest “No Country
for Old Men” against dark-horse
favorite “Juno” and oil-boom
epic “There Will Be Blood.” “No
Country for Old Men” was long
considered a lock, but “There Will
Be Blood” has gained popularity
since its Dec. 26 release. “Juno”
slaughtered the Best Picture pack
with a worldwide box ofﬁce
gross of $153 million, but is not
considered a strong contender in
Oscar voting.
The real dogﬁght may prove
to be in the Best Actor category,
as Daniel Day-Lewis’ heartless
oil baron Daniel Plainview from
“There Will Be Blood” goes up
against Clooney’s consciencestricken businessman in “Michael
Clayton.” Johnny Depp, Viggo
Mortensen and Tommy Lee Jones
are also nominated, but may be
overshadowed by the hype behind
Day-Lewis and Clooney.
A range of solid performances

marks the Best Actress category,
with Cate Blanchett as Queen
Elizabeth, Julie Christie as an
Alzheimer’s patient in “Away
From Her,” Ellen Page as the
spitﬁre title teen in “Juno,” Laura
Linney’s emotional turn in “The
Savages” and Marion Cotillard’s
portrayal of French singer Edith
Piaf in “La Vie En Rose.” Christie’s
powerhouse performance is a
critical favorite, but Cotillard may
just pull out an upset.
Best Supporting Actor honors
seem likely to go to Javier
Bardem for his psychotic killer
in “No Country for Old Men,”
and Best Supporting Actress to
Cate Blanchett for her wired, Bob
Dylan-esque character in “I’m Not
There.”
After years of stuffy Oscar
ceremonies, this year’s edition
looks to be a fresh take on an old
theme, and also a lavish celebration
of the stars (and writers) that made
Hollywood what it is today.

‘Juno’ an Oscar dark horse despite ending
Melissa Weaver
MONTANA KAIMIN
By now, most people have
heard of “Juno”, the quirky teen
pregnancy comedy touted by a
New York Times critic as “this
year’s ‘Little Miss Sunshine.’”
But it seems weird to me that
the teen pregnancy, which plays a
huge part in most of “Juno” doesn’t
seem to affect the
ending, or those
critics’ opinions.
The ﬁlm implies
that Juno’s life
simply goes back
to normal after she gives her
baby up for adoption. “Juno”
does an excellent job of showing
the emotional and interpersonal
difﬁculties a teenage mother would
face, but those problems seem to
magically disappear as soon as the
adoption papers are signed.
Don’t misunderstand me, the
ending is my only complaint.
Juno’s snarky, rebellious brand

of charm is what draws audiences
to her and to the movie. The ﬁlm’s
strong character personalities and
offbeat charm are what make it so
entertaining.
The ﬁlm opens with Juno (Ellen
Page) chugging Sunny Delight in
preparation for a pregnancy test
and pacing around the chair she
and her friend Bleeker (Michael
Cera) became sexually active in a
few weeks earlier.
When
Juno
reads the positive
test results in a
convenience store,
the clerk (Rainn
Wilson, a familiar face for “The
Ofﬁce” fans) offers hilarious
commentary.
Juno considers abortion until
she learns that her unborn fetus
already has ﬁngernails. Deciding
instead to put the baby up for
adoption she breaks the news to her
parents, Bren (Allison Janney) and
Mac (J.K Simmons, a University
of Montana alumnus), and

Kaimin Arts
Review

proceeds to scour the classiﬁeds
for prospective adoptive parents.
Finding good adoptive parents
proves easy, but carrying a
pregnancy to full term becomes
much more difﬁcult than Juno
anticipated.
Page handles the role well,
somehow acting troubled and
charming while possessing a
sarcastic wit.
“Juno” also has a good
alternative-style
soundtrack,
featuring music from Kimya
Dawson. The soundtrack ties in
nicely with music-lover Juno, who
throughout the movie matches
musical taste and wits with
her unborn child’s prospective
adoptive dad, Mark Loring (Jason
Bateman).
Nominated for four Academy
awards, including Best Picture
and Best Actress (Ellen Page),
the comedy somehow pulls off
playing the funny and the serious
side by side. Frankly, that makes it
a worthy pick for Best Picture.

montana kaimin

A round the R ed C arpet
Oscar buzz is not exactly a hot topic at the University of
Montana. In fact, many students haven’t seen any of the nominated
movies, save for the college-crowd favorite “Juno.” Usually, the
most fun for those who don’t plan on watching the ceremony is
taking a crack at guessing the winners. Kaimin Arts took a random
sampling of people on campus Tuesday afternoon, and our superscientiﬁc research turned out some bold predictions.

Tory Gustafson- Freshman

Best Picture: “‘No Country for Old Men’ was the
best movie I’ve ever seen – it was very honest.”
Best Actor: “Daniel Day-Lewis, deﬁnitely.”
Best Actress: “I really don’t know any of them, so
I guess Juno (Ellen Page).”

Leslie Whigham- Freshman
BP: “I’d say ‘Juno.’ There was a lot of truth in
it.”
Actor: “I’m gonna say Johnny Depp, since he’s
the bigger name.”
Actress: “I might be biased, but Ellen Page was
great in ‘Juno.’”
Kimball Bennion- Junior
BP: “‘Juno,’ because it dealt with a pretty
traumatic situation in a lighthearted way. It was
very true to life.”
Actor: “Johnny Depp’s Oscar is long overdue.”
Actress: “Ellen Page. She was good!”
Kaitlin Brooks- Sophomore
BP: “‘Juno’ – it’s really funny, plus my sister just
had a kid, so it hits close to home.”
Actor: “Viggo Mortensen was intense in ‘Eastern
Promises.’”
Actress: “Julie Christie in ‘Away From Her.’ It’s
such a sad, beautiful movie.”

Arts

montana kaimin
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KAIMIN ARTS ACADEMY AWARDS BALLOT
Images courtesy of Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

This Sunday marks Hollywood’s 80th annual battle royale. That’s right, it’s Oscar night. And at Kaimin Arts, we’re curious who you think will win. So
ﬁll out the ballot below and turn it in to DAH 208. The winner will receive two movie tickets, courtesy of your favorite Kaimin Arts. Good Luck!

Best Picture

Best Actor
George Clooney
“Michael Clayton”

Best Actress

Best Supporting Actor

Best Director

Original Screenplay

Cate Blanchett

Casey Afﬂeck

“Juno”

“The Diving Bell and the

“Elizabeth:

“The Assassination of

Diablo Cody

Butterﬂy”

The Golden Age”

Jesse James”

“Lars and the Real Girl”

Julian Schnabel

Julie Christie

Javier Bardem

Nancy Oliver

“Juno”

“Away from Her”

“No Country for

“Michael Clayton”

Jason Reitman

Marion Cotillard

Old Men”

Tony Gilroy

“Michael Clayton”

“La Vie en Rose”

Hal Holbrook

“Ratatouille”

Tony Gilroy

Laura Linney

“Into the Wild”

Brad Bird

“No Country for Old Men”

“The Savages”

Philip Seymour Hoffman

“The Savages”

Joel Coen and Ethan Coen

Ellen Page

“Charlie Wilson’s War”

Tamara Jenkins

“Juno”

Tom Wilkinson

Best Score

“Michael Clayton”

Adapted Screenplay

“There Will Be Blood”
Paul Thomas Anderson

“Atonement”

Foreign Film

Christopher Hampton

Dario Marianelli

Best Supporting Actress

Cate Blanchett

“Away from Her”

“Beaufort”

Johnny Depp

“The Kite Runner”

“I’m Not There”

Sarah Polley

Israel

“Sweeney Todd:

Alberto Iglesias

Ruby Dee

“The Diving Bell and the

“The Counterfeiters”

The Demon Barber of

“Michael Clayton”

“American Gangster”

Butterﬂy”

Austria

Fleet Street”

James Newton Howard

Saoirse Ronan

Ronald Harwood

“Katyh”

“Atonement”

“No Country for Old Men”

Poland

Amy Ryan

Joel Coen & Ethan Coen

“Mongol”

Daniel Day-Lewis

“Atonement”

“There Will Be Blood”

Tommy Lee Jones
“In the Valley of Elah”
Viggo Mortensen
“Eastern Promises”

Name:
Phone
Number:

“Ratatouille”
Michael Giacchino
“3:10 to Yuma”
Marco Beltrami

“Gone Baby Gone”

Kazakhstan

Tilda Swinton

“There Will Be Blood”

“12”

“Michael Clayton”

Paul Thomas Anderson

Russia

Kaimin Sports
ports
To

Side
lines
Home games

•Thursday, Feb. 21, Lady
Griz vs. Weber State, 7 p.m.
•Saturday, Feb. 23, Lady
Griz vs. Idaho State, 7 p.m.

Grizzly sports
Briefs
Lady Griz – The Lady
Griz won their sixth straight
game at Northern Arizona’s
Walkup Skydome, beating the
Lumberjacks 87-58 Sunday to
keep their one-game conference
lead alive. The bench came up
big for Montana, with reserves
combining for 47 points and
outscoring the NAU bench by
34 points. UM shot 70.8 percent
in the second hal, and ﬁve
players ﬁnished in double-ﬁgure
scoring. Junior Sonya Rogers
and freshman Sarah Ena led the
team with 13 points apiece.
Tennis – The UM women
dropped a pair of road matches
to Minnesota and Eastern
Michigan this weekend. The
Griz fell 7-0 to the Golden
Gophers on Friday, and then
lost 6-1 to Eastern Michigan
the following day. Montana is
now 1-5. The Grizzlies’ No. 3
doubles duo, senior Martyna
Nowak and sophomore Danni
Paulson,
were
successful
against EMU’s Aditi Krishnan
and Joanna Woo, picking up an
8-6 win.
Track and Field – The
Griz qualiﬁed 10 more athletes
for the Big Sky Conference
Championship this past weekend
at the Montana State Duals.
Montana’s women also swept
Montana State and Weber State.
The meet featured four new
qualiﬁers: senior Ashley Taylor
in pole vault, sophomore Erin
Clark in the 400 meters, senior
Chris Clark in the 55 meters and
sophomore Steven Gimpel in
the 5,000 meters.

Standings
Men’s bball

School
Big Sky
Portland State
10-2
Northern Arizona 8-5
Montana State
7-5
Weber State
7-5
Montana
6-6
Idaho State
6-6
Northern Colorado 4-8
Eastern Washington 5-8
Sacramento State 2-11
Women’s bball

School
Big Sky
Montana
9-2
Idaho State
8-3
Portland State
8-4
Montana State
7-3
Northern Colorado 5-5
Weber State
5-6
Sacramento State 4-8
Northern Arizona 3-7
Eastern Washington 1-11

All
17-8
16-10
15-10
12-12
12-13
9-16
11-14
10-17
4-20
All
19-4
16-7
18-7
12-10
11-11
11-12
6-18
7-16
4-21
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NAU tops Griz with superior shooting
Bill Oram
MONTANA KAIMIN
They bruised and got bruised.
They stayed in it despite a lousy
outside shooting performance.
They showed they could play
with one of the top teams in the
conference. But when all was
said and done, the University of
Montana men’s basketball team
really only did one thing.
They lost.
Despite 23 points from senior
forward Andrew Strait, the
Grizzlies (12-13, 6-6 Big Sky
Conference) were toppled by
Northern Arizona at Dahlberg
Arena Saturday, 80-76, in a game
marred by 51 fouls.
“There wasn’t much ﬂow to it,
was there?” head coach Wayne
Tinkle said following the loss,
the Grizzlies’ ﬁrst in four games.
“It seemed like anytime we got
momentum it seemed like it was
taken away from us.”
The Grizzlies tallied 25 fouls,
and the Jacks 26, with 28 of the
total fouls in the second half.
“They do a nice job of playing
physical, grabbing and holding and
bumping and all, that it wears on a
guy after 40 minutes,” he said.
Strait agreed that the game’s
physicality took a toll and
disrupted the pace of the game.
“It seemed like we couldn’t
go one possession without the
whistle blowing,” Strait said. “I
don’t know what to say. Some
of the calls might have been
questionable, but for the most part
it was a physical game. I know
some of those calls were right on,
you just can’t let that determine the
outcome. You’ve got to overcome
that.”
The Griz, who led by as much
as eight at the start of the second
half had a lot to overcome against
NAU.

They were playing their third
straight game without injured
starting center Brian Qvale, who
suited up but didn’t play. They
missed eight of their ﬁrst 10 free
throws and despite entering the
game tied for ﬁfth in the country
in 3-point percentage, they shot
just 7-of-24 from behind the arc.
“You know what we did for
the ﬁrst time in a while was take
a bunch of forced shots,” Tinkle
said. “We took some bad shots. I
don’t know what to attribute that
to, we haven’t been doing that. I
think we just were made cowards
a little bit with their pressure and
their physicality, so we settled for
mediocre.”
Ryan Staudacher has been the
team’s most consistent outside
threat, having made 10 of his last
15 attempts. Against NAU he hit
just 2-of-7 and ﬁnished with six
points.
The free throws have been a
recurring issue for the Grizzlies
who have shot just 64 percent this
season and ﬁnished Saturday’s
game 19-of-30.
“That’s another thing coach
put a staple on after the game,
that we can’t do that,” Strait said.
“We can’t have that breakdown,
especially here at home. We’ve
got to capitalize when we get
fouled, we’ve got to go to the line,
we’ve got to make them pay.”
Strait was one of four Grizzlies
to score in double ﬁgures. Jordan
Hasquet added 12 and Matt Martin
had 10. Junior Kyle Sharp, starting
in place of Qvale, ﬁnished with 13
points.
The Jacks were led by forward
Kyle Landry who banged his way
to 18 points and nine rebounds.
Freshman Zach Filzen chipped in
15.
As a team, NAU shot 70 percent
from the ﬂoor in the second half
and 60.5 percent for the entire

Kenneth Billington / Montana Kaimin

Montana’s Kyle Sharp pushes through the hands of Northern Arizona’s Matt Johnson in the ﬁrst half of
Saturday’s game in Dahlberg Arena. Called for a foul, Northern Arizona totaled 26 fouls and Montana had 25
fouls, slowing the game down in the second half. Northern Arizona won 80-76.

game.
A win against Northern
Arizona would have catapulted the
Grizzlies into a tie for second place
in the conference, but instead they
dropped to ﬁfth with four games
remaining. Three of those are
against teams that have already
beaten the Griz this season.
This week the team hits the road

to play at Weber State on Thursday
and Idaho State on Sunday.
“Really wanted to win that one
(against NAU) going on the road
this next week,” Martin said. “I
have a feeling that we’re going
to get another shot at them (in the
conference tournament). They’re
a good team.”

Football player Beaudin hits the hardwood
Colter Nuanez
FOR THE KAIMIN
Depth is at or near the top
of the list of desires for most
basketball teams, but few coaches
can do much more then look
down the bench for a solution to
this problem. Montana men’s
basketball coach Wayne Tinkle
had the brilliant idea to instead
walk across the hall.
Dan Beaudin, a sophomore tight
end on the University of Montana
football team, is now a member
of the men’s basketball team after
Tinkle decided to ask for some
advice from the Montana Grizzly
football coaching staff.
“We have had so much injury
and illness, so I walked down to
the football coaches’ ofﬁce on
Thursday and asked them about an
able body,” Tinkle said. “And they
told me about big Dan.”
A week that saw an ankle injury
to freshmen center Brian Qvale
coupled with an illness to junior
forward Jordan Hasquet left Tinkle
and the Grizzly basketball team
with a desperate need for a big
body.
The football coaching staff
suggested Beaudin to Tinkle
because of his work ethic,
durability and most importantly,
his basketball prowess. Beaudin
was a two time all-state selection in

basketball
at
Class
C Noxon
High. At 6foot-5, 240
pounds,
Beaudin
also has the
frame to
bang down
Dan Beaudin
low.
“I don’t really know how it
came about, but Tinks called me
and said they had some guys down
with injuries and illness,” Beaudin
said. “He asked if I wanted to come
down and help them out a little
bit. For now, it looks like it is a
practice thing, but we will see how
it goes.”
Although Beaudin was brought
in mainly to assist the team in
practice, he ended up suiting
up for the Grizzlies’ matchup
against Northern Arizona this past
Saturday.
Despite not seeing any minutes,
Tinkle said that playing in games
is not out of the question for “Big
Dan.”
“If the situation was right and
I felt like he was prepared and
comfortable, I would not hesitate
to throw him in there … if the
situation was right,” Tinkle said.
Beaudin is unsure of his future
as a Grizzly on the hardwood, but
he is leaving his options open.

“I don’t know how long I am Martin. “He is a really hard worker
going to continue with it,” said and he is just a banger. He has
Beaudin who also throws discus helped us out a lot already. If he
for the UM track and ﬁeld team sticks with it, I think eventually he
in the spring. “It’s kind of up to will be a contributor.”
what the football coaches have to
Although Beaudin’s football
say. Football is and will remain my season ended the ﬁrst weekend
number one priority. This was just of December, that does not mean
such a sweet opportunity I could his responsibilities to the 10-time
not pass it up. It has been going defending Big Sky Conference
really well. I’m just enjoying it so champs are on the back burner.
much.”
“I had winter conditioning this
This past fall, Beaudin started (Tuesday) morning,” Beaudin
for a second consecutive season said. “Practices on Tuesdays and
at tight end
Thursdays (when
for the 11-1
the football team
Griz. He will I haven’t lost too much,
has winter drills)
enter next fall
are pretty hard
with two years but it’s definetly different
because we are
of
eligibility playing in the land of the
pretty hard into
remaining
in giants.
lifting right now as
both
football
– Dan Beaudin, well.”
and basketball.
One
would
UM basketball/football player
He redshirted
assume
a
during his ﬁrst
certain
amount
year at UM in
of rust would
2005.
accumulate
because
of
Tinkle said he had slight the huge amount of time off. But
reservations about bringing in a Beaudin has had no troubles picking
new face to a team so far along in basketball
back up, even
the season, but those fears were put though it has been three years since
to rest quickly.
he last played competitively.
“It has been a little goofy, being
“I try to play in the off season
so far into the season, but they (the as much as I can because I have
players) have welcomed him with always loved basketball,” he said.
open arms,” Tinkle said.
“I haven’t lost too much, but it’s
“He has being doing really deﬁnitely a lot different playing in
well,” said senior guard Matt the land of the giants.”
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Tim Hauck leaves for UCLA
Ben Prez
MONTANA KAIMIN

Eric Oravsky/ Montana Kaimin

Junior Colin Connery launches the ball to center in a scrimmage at Tuesday’s practice. After winning the Division B title last year, the team was moved up to Division A
and will play their ﬁrst game Saturday, hosting Gonzaga.

Lacrosse champs join top league
Jake Grilley
MONTANA KAIMIN
The University of Montana
lacrosse team isn’t satisﬁed with
being ﬁrst; it wants to be the best.
Montana is the defending Men’s
Collegiate Lacrosse Association
Division B National Champion.
But instead of defending their
title this season in Division B,
the Grizzlies decided to move to
Division A.
Head coach Kevin Flynn said
switching leagues has the reigning
champs in a peculiar position.
“We get to have a target on
our backs and we get to be an
underdog this year,” Flynn said.
“It is an interesting mix.”
Montana will have its hands
full joining the Paciﬁc Northwest
Collegiate Lacrosse League, one

of the top leagues in the MCLA.
Oregon dominated Division
A of the PNCLL last season. The
Ducks ﬁnished 6-0 in conference
and made it to the national
championship game, losing to
Brigham
Young
University.
Oregon is ranked ﬁfth in the
current Division A preseason poll.
Oregon isn’t the only team
standing in Montana’s way. Last
season’s league runner-up, Simon
Frasier out of Burnaby, British
Columbia, hopes to challenge
the Ducks for the top spot in the
conference. Oregon State, Boise
State and Washington, three teams
who each ﬁnished with an identical
3-3 conference record last season,
also hope to make a run at the
title.
Junior attacker and team
captain Sam Cameron said the

competitiveness of the division
leaves no room for error.
“It is putting a lot more
responsibility on all of the players,
but it is a lot more exciting,”
Cameron said. “Having to push
yourself every game and every
practice is really something that
is pretty special. It puts that much
more excitement and that much
more meaning into each game.”
If Montana can qualify for the
conference tournament it will have
home ﬁeld advantage on its side.
The Griz host the PNCLL
playoffs May 3 and 4.
Senior
midﬁelder
Travis
McCarthy said the team isn’t just
raising the level of competition but
also increasing expectations.
“This is the most we have
ever had to live up to,” McCarthy
See LACROSSE, page 12

Tim Hauck left Montana 18
years ago for bigger and better
things as a player. Now he’s doing
it again, but this time he’s taking a
leap in the coaching ranks.
Hauck, who played in the NFL
after a standout career with the
University of Montana football
team, will join the coaching staff
at UCLA under Rick Neuheisel.
Hauck came to work with his
brother Bobby Hauck in 2004, and
has had a deﬁnite impact. Friday,
the announcement came that
Hauck would be moving on.
“It’s hard to leave here, and if
everything was equal, I’d stay,”
Tim Hauck said Tuesday shortly
after ﬁnishing one of his last
workouts with the team.
He said that if Montana was a
Division I school and paid as much
as UCLA, he’d keep his job with
the Griz.
“I’ll be a Griz at heart for the
rest of my life,” Hauck said.
He said that through his brother
Bobby, who worked as an assistant
under Neuheisel at the University
of Washington, he came to know
the Bruins coach well. He was
contacted by Neuheisel, went
down for an interview and the
situation proved to be a good ﬁt
for both men.
“Our defensive backs will
beneﬁt from his experience as a
player and a coach,” Neuheisel
said in a press release.
This past season, Hauck led a

secondary that ranked 10th in the
nation in pass defense and tallied
17 interceptions, while allowing
only eight touchdowns.
“He’s going to be missed,”
Anderson
said.
“He’s
a
hardworking, motivated guy and
his knowledge of the game is
tremendous.”
Hauck, known as “Hitter”
during his playing days with UM,
was the Big Sky defensive MVP
in 1988 and 1989 as a safety, and
was considered the team’s hardest
hitter each of his three years at
Montana.
Hauck was signed as a free
agent in 1990 by the New England
Patriots and played for Green Bay,
Seattle, Denver, Indianapolis,
Philadelphia and San Francisco
before retiring in 2002.
“Coach Tim is a wonderful
coach, and he did a terriﬁc
job,” sophomore safety Shann
Schillinger said. “The way he
coached was hard and all the
players respected him, so it’s been
an honor for me.”
After working in the small,
yet highly successful market of
Missoula, where football is king,
Hauck will be transitioning to
a huge UCLA program, where
basketball is paramount.
The football program at
Hauck’s new school hasn’t
been as successful recently, but
UCLA hopes head coach Rick
Neuheisel, who had been plagued
with scandals as coach of the
Washington Huskies, can help
See HAUCK, page 12
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said. “We have always been a
small team that has (exceeded)
expectations.”
Second-year player Bryce
Daviess said his team understands
what it will take to reach its goals.
“The expectations are still there,
we just have to work harder for it,”
Daviess said. “You are going to
get as much out of this as you put
into it. It is really obvious, after
last season, what we are capable of
when we put a lot into it.”
Montana will put its hard work
to the test when it hosts Gonzaga
this weekend.
Flynn said this weekend’s
match epitomizes the term ‘must
win.’
“This weekend is everything,”
he said. “Our ﬁrst ﬁve games are
in conference, if we don’t go 3-2
our ﬁrst ﬁve games we don’t make
the playoffs. It is simple as that.”
McCarthy said the new division
raises the bar and forces the team to
be prepared each and every week.
“Playing against these elite
programs is making our team step
its game up,” he said. “We have
to focus every single week to win
games, we can’t just go out there
and show up.”
The Grizzlies will host Gonzaga
Saturday at 1 p.m. in WashingtonGrizzly stadium.

the Bruins become successful
again.
The pressure of stepping into
a new situation at a school that
has won a record 100 NCAA
championships will be something
new for Hauck, but he is looking
forward to the new opportunity.
“It’s a chance to coach at the
next level with the next level of

athletes, and it’s always been a
goal of mine to coach at the highest
level,” Hauck said.
Hauck will be working with
safeties and cornerbacks at UCLA,
just like he did with the Griz. But
UM Athletic Director Jim O’Day
said the salary will be signiﬁcantly
higher.
“We hate to see him leave, but
at a certain point you have to see
what’s best for you and your future
as a coach,” O’Day said.
O’Day said that Hauck’s
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salary will be over $100,000 with
UCLA, as opposed to the $22,000
paycheck he has been receiving at
UM.
Although the new job has a lot
of positive aspects, it doesn’t mean
he will be free of difﬁculties.
“I’ve had to do this many times
before, and it’s not like the city
is a new place for me, but here in
Missoula it’s perfect because I can
ﬁsh, snowmobile and ski,” Hauck
said. “It’s a deﬁnite adjustment,
and it’s hard ﬁnding a place to live

sometimes.”
O’Day said the choice for
Hauck’s replacement should come
sometime in the spring.
It could be difﬁcult to replace
a coach with as much experience,
not to mention his ties to the
community.
“I’ve met my best friends here,
and I got the opportunity to play
13 years in the NFL,” Hauck said.
“Hopefully I’ll move back when
things are said and done.”

